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INT. ON POINT DISCOUNT BOX STORE; DAY

Adrien is scanning the items instantly placed in one hand 
as he drags it across the red laser, and into his other 
hand, his attention is pulled from the ceiling to the 
customer infront of his as they are texting on their 
phone. 

ADRIEN 
Did you find everything you are looking 
for?

The coustomer continues to text, ignoring Adrien. 

ADRIEN (CONT'D)
Would you like paper or plastic?

The coustomer continues to text, ignoring Adrien.

ADRIEN (CONT'D)
I am going to assume you are a plastic 
kind of person.

He finishes packing the bags. The coustomer looks up from 
her phones and raises a fist full of reusable bags. 

COUSTOMER
Umm... I brought my own bags, what am I 
supposed to do with all of this shit 
plastic? 

Adrien is now stock a shelf as he looks over to see two 
children beating each other with foam weapons as a third 
child is opening the box of a toy. With a sigh, Adrien 
puts down what he is doing and walks over to the kids.

ADRIEN
Hey! Hey!, You can’t open that, you have 
to pay for it first.

KID #1
And have you paid for everything you owe?

The other two kids begin to beat him with the foam 
weapons as the first kid resumes opening the box.

ADRIEN
Hey!
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A concerned mother approached with a store manager. She 
grabs the two foam weapon children by the hands and gives 
a stern look to Adrien.

COUSTOMER
What are you doing? Don’t Yell at my 
kids. Who do you think you are to tell my 
kids what they can and can’t do.

ADRIEN
Mam, you kid is opening a product-

COUSTOMER
What? w=What is this? Are you talking 
back to me? Sir, your employee is talking 
back to me and yelling at my kid

The coustomer begins to take out her phone and film the 
encounter. The supervisor timidly approached Adrien.

SUPERVISOR
Now what I am sure Adrien was trying to 
do was Help your children, not cause any 
internet moments that we will all regent, 
right Adrien.

ADRIEN
I was trying to-

COUSTOMER
I am here at the On Point shopping plaza 
and THIS Employee assaulted my children. 

ADRIEN
I didn’t-

COUSTOMER
And wheeeen i confronted him about it, He 
assaulted me. 

ADRIEN
All I said was-

COUSTOMER
With words! You assaulted me with words!

SUPERVISOR
I believe Adrien here is trying to 
apologies.

COUSTOMER
Good, that was my next question what is 
this abusers name, what is this man’s 
name??? Adrien? Adrien what?
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SUPERVISOR
He is sorry man

COUSTOMER
Adrien Sorry, you hear that. When my 
husband finds out about this Adrien 
Sorry, you WILL be sorry. Lets go kids, 
lets get out of here

ADRIEN
They are leaving with the toys

SUPERVISOR
Mam I... they are leaving with.. MAM!!!

A famous guy is digging though oranges as girls timidly 
take pictures next to him. Adrien’s coworkers are 
swooning in a cornier as he can not help but join thier 
conversation

MEG
Oh My God, that is Josh Tisden, in our 
store.

TRISTEN 
There is no way i can re arrange that 
stack after he handled it.

ADRIEN
Excuse me, i need to clock out

TRISTEN
Adrien, don’t be a robot, do realize this 
is a big deal?

ADRIEN
No, i dont see how it is.

MEG
Its a big deal for me, i can’t even go up 
to him,, let a lone ask for a picture.

Adrien hesitates, then goes directly up to Josh who seems 
apalled to be talked to.

ADRIEN
Good afternoon. I was wondering if i 
could have a second of your time to take 
a picture with my firend over ther.

JOSH TESDEN
Um... no.
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ADRIEN
May I ask Why?

JOSH TESDEN
Because her shit... I dont advertise for 
free. I’ll do it if she takes he shir 
off.

ADRIEN
Very, well

Adrien returns to his friends.

ADRIEN (CONT'D)
Apparently that guy is a fucking asshole. 

MEG
You got to talk to Josh Tesden.

TRISTEN
I saw that coming, you didnt have to be 
so direct though, what did he shoot down 
the whole idea or

MEG
That is so cool

ADRIEN
He said he would do it with her shirt off

Meg takes her shirt off and hypnotically walks over to 
Josh as Tristen jealously tags along hiding their company 
logo. 

JOSH TESDEN
I meant with a jacket over it or 
something...come on! Don’t mess up my 
hair.

ADRIEN
I hate it here. 

Adrien begins to record this instance on his phone.

INT: ADRIEN’S ROOM; NIGHT TIME

Adrian is drinking purple Mountain Dew and feverishly 
typing away on his computer. On his screen is the video 
from earlier as he posts it with the head line 
“Misogynist and his Minions”. He then clicks a button the 
sends a bunch of comments. He finds Meg’s social media 
page and copies the link and a picture. He then send the 
new picture next to the video on a different platform. 
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He sweats and his fingers flow across the keys. He is in 
his element. He types hateful words “slut” “bitch” and 
clicks Automate as the words duplicate and send to more 
accounts. He gulps the last of his Mountain Dew and looks 
around the room like an animal. He sees an action figure 
of a super hero on his shelf. He spins around and pulls 
up the bio of the actor from the encounter. He begins to 
research and begins to torment people who appear to be 
his friends “Ally of a Groper?”

Adrien wakes up the next morning and dusts off the grime 
of the night before. As he heads to the out the door his 
screen flickers it now reads “automated posts: 15,734 
human posts:1,000,000 “

ADRIEN
One million... One million real people. I 
am THE BEST!!!

His screen flickers again, it now reads “automated posts: 
15,734 human posts:1,248,032“. A cat jumps on the 
keyboard and the screen goes red and yellow with messages 
as the door slams.

EXT: BUSY LOS ANGELES STREET

Adrien is happily strolling to work in his bright uniform 
shirt noticing everyone in awe and shock pointing at 
their phones. He looks proud of himself. Some of them 
begin to cry as he does not notice.

INT: ON POINT DISCOUNT BOX STORE; DAY

Adrien is scanning items he did in the opening as the 
coustomer in front of him looks up from her phone and 
stares at him for uncomfortably long. But the supervisor 
is waving for him to come over. Adrien turns on his 
closed light, finishes with the coustomer.

ADRIEN
Thank you. Have a good day...

COUSTOMER
Re you famous or something? Do I know you 
from somewhere?

ADRIEN
Just from here mam.

Adrien walks over to the supervisor as the lady continues 
to stare at him.
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SUPERVISOR
Adrien. Adrien, I. We should probably 
talk in private. 

ADRIEN
Are you firing me?

SUPERVISOR
Uhh, well, things are developing very 
fast and I didn’t want to go without 
giving you the benefit of the doubt. 

ADRIEN
Lets talk in private then...

INT: ON POINT STORE OFFICE; DAY

Adrien has taken a seat as the supervisor nervously makes 
his way across from him. 

ADRIEN
What seems to be the problem sir?

SUPERVISOR
Adrien, it appears that you were involved 
in an incident that involved Meg and a 
Josh Tesden? Are you familiar with this 
situation?  

ADRIEN
Yeah, yesterday with- I wasn’t involved, 
I just saw it happen-

SUPERVISOR
You filmed this scenario did you not? And 
then proceeded to post this on the 
internet?

ADRIEN
What? I didn’t I mean, It was ME, I may 
have had an account that leaked.

SUPERVISOR
May have had an account that leaked.

ADRIEN
I’ve never seen you this angry before, i 
dont know how to respond.
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SUPERVISOR
Well that little account my friend has 
caused alot of people alot of heartache. 

ADRIEN
I, wow, I’m sorry.

SUPERVISOR
Oh you are way past sorry.

ADRIEN
Why are you so mad?

SUPERVISOR
Well your stupid little tweet, caused 
Josh Tesdale to kill himself last night. 
It wasn’t until this morning that they 
found out it was you. Apparently you are 
still sending automatic tweets about him 
from all of your personal accounts. 

ADRIEN
I’m sorry, I

SUPERVISOR
Thats not why I’m mad. I’m mad because 
you posted that picture of my ass last 
year. My wife thought i was showing it 
off to the customers, and it took months 
to save my reputation. 

ADRIEN
I- look I-

SUPERVISOR
No, no, you are dead. I would do it 
myself if i want so sure the town will do 
it for me.

ADRIEN
You need to understand. It was all just a 
joke, it was in good fun, all of it. 

SUPERVISOR
This town has 25,000 people in it. 10,000 
of us are viral sensations. This town is 
the world’s highest density of people who 
go famous and didn't mean to.

ADRIEN
Its kind of like a good thing, i like, 
started careers and didn’t even get paid 
for it. 
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SUPERVISOR
You didn’t get paid for it? You are 
fucking stupid.

Meg suddenly bursts through the door with a pick ax from 
a gardening set. She catches Adrien in her sights.

MEG
You fucking viral son of a bitch, i am 
going to kill you.

She begins swinging the ax as Adrian narrowly dodges it. 
The supervisor is peacly watching as Meg swings the ax 
again and again. Adrian dives over the desk and into the 
crowded super store. He looks up as several customers 
stop to notice him with concern, Meg steps out and 
suddenly their concern turns to contempt.

COUSTOMER
Get him sister...

The battle continues as he leaps and dodges the blows 
though the technology section. Other customers throw 
frozen foods and action figures at him from their carts 
as he climbs towards the exit. At the exit he is met by 
two security guards with buttons. Suddenly a large female 
action star steps in front of them. 

SONYA SONG
Not today.

They guards step asids as she puts down her shopping 
cart.

SONYA SONG (CONT'D)
Come with me if you want to live.

Adrian follows her without hesitation as the other 
customers take pictures and look scornfully at the pair 
make their exit. Meg finally catches up

MEG
I’ll get you. I”LL GET YOU!

INT: SONYA’S CAR; DAY

Sonya is driving as Adrien is catching his breath. 

SONYA SONG
So what’s your deal? Are you a Man Karen? 
Did you grope somebody? Where did you 
come from?
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ADRIEN
The Comments Section

SONYA SONG
Oh, you’re a real low life piece of shit; 
aren’t you?

ADRIEN
Yea, yeah i guess i am.

They sit in awkward silence.

SONYA SONG
It is not lost on me how much of a 
revelation this is for you. Look kid, the 
worse you feel now, the better it is 
going to be for you in the end. 

ADRIEN
Do you think they are going to kill me?

SONYA SONG
I dunno, did you grope anybody?

ADRIEN
No.

SONYA SONG
Ok, good. It doesn’t really matter, I 
just wanted to know. Ok, where are you 
headed?

ADRIEN
I should probably go back home. Look I 
appreciate you giving me this ride. 

SONYA SONG
Kid, when made fun of me during my 
transition, I had so much hate mail, you 
wouldn’t believe it. But that was my 
chance. All of those people wanted to be 
proven right, and instead I gave them me. 

ADRIEN
I am going to die.

SONYA SONG
Yes, you are. Alright, get out of my car 
before this think i know you.

Adrien hops out of the car next to a homeless camp on the 
city sidewalk. He carefully makes his way up the block 
and into his apartment. Inside he is greeted by two 
police officers in suits. 
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OFFICER #1
Adrien Jimenez, may we come in. 

ADRIEN
I- hello. You are in my apartment.

OFFICER #2
I know, it just helps to state the 
obvious with the truth.

OFFICER #1
Adrien, it seems you got yourself into a 
bit of trouble today. You wanna tell us 
about these computers? 

ADRIEN
Nothing illegal, nothing illegal, I 
checked. It is just a basic mass mailer 
program... I made it, and a couple of 
drop shipping accounts, some -some 
crypto, Nothing Illegal I promise. 

OFFICER #1
What i’m looking at is the tool that 
brought the end to an innocent man’s 
life.

OFFICER #2
We are here to see if that next man is 
going to be you...

ADRIEN
I had no idea things were this bad, I 
didn’t mean to hurt anyone-

OFFICER #2
“Slut” “Misogynist” 

OFFICER #1
... it says here you called someone a 
“shrimp twat”. Thats a creative one. 

OFFICER #2
And not one incident. We have high level 
officials, low level citizens, and years 
of damage done. I’m not sure what they 
are going to charge you with, but I am 
damn sure they are going to charge you.

OFFICER #1
Damn sure.

ADRIEN
Am not under arrest? -Can you stay?
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-END OF SAMPLE

************************************

For more, stories, and contact visit

WWW.dennisjonesjr.COM
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